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THE BUZZ  

  

 Next Virtual Meeting…  
Please join us in a “Zoom” meeting on Tuesday 19th January at 7:30 pm.  

    
Our very own Sheila Farmer will be talking about “A Short Break with a Mongolian Family”,  

 complete with her fantastic photos.  

 There will also be the yearly bursary draw (see Sue’s article).  

Happy New Year!!  

This time last year we would not have expected 2020 to pan 
out as it has done; we face 2021 with COVID still with us but 
the vaccines on the horizon. Christmas Day may not have 
been the day we wished for but there will be other 
Christmases for which will be all the more thankful.  

always look at a new year as a time to look forward with 
positivity and hope. We are group of strong supportive women 
who have made it through a challenging and scary year.   

wish you all good health and happiness. I hope we all are 
finally able to meet up with the family and friends we love and 
HUG them and I look forward to the day I stand in front of you 
all again (fully clothed this time) I’ve missed you all.  

At the end of our February meeting (the last time we met) I 
spoke to you about kindness. Since then, kindness seems to 
have become my mantra.  

Please continue to be kind to others but most importantly, be 
kind to yourselves.  
  
As always stay well and stay safe.  

Love Sue  

    
Our website:   

http://bognorregiswi.com   

Facebook:   

facebook.com/bognorregiswi   

Twitter:   

@BognorRegisWI   

Instagram:   

bognorregiswi   

Contact us:   

president@bognorregiswi.com   

secretary@bognorregiswi.com   

treasurer@bognorregiswi.com   

  



  

    

SAGE HOUSE  

  

Following on from our decision to continue supporting Sage House and the  
Foodbank during 2021, I received the message below from Natalie Burchett 
Community Fundraising & Events Manager at Sage House  

  

 THANK YOU SO SO VERY MUCH Sue!  This is such wonderful news to receive today, 
thank you and to all of your lovely members for everything you have done already in 
this crazy year too! It’s been very surreal.  

We very much appreciate you all voting to continue to support us in 2021!! Let’s hope 
it’s a better year for us all.  

Take care and stay safe and well and hope to see you in the not-too-distant future!  

With kindest regards and my personal thanks for all your, and your members support 
this year!       

Natalie   

  

The committee will continue to look at ways to support both charities but as usual 
would welcome your thoughts and suggestions.  

  

  

  

  
 

 

    



BURSARY  DRAW  INFORMATION    

 
  

  

Bursary Draw:   

  

Each year we have a draw for 2 x £100 bursaries for educational purposes.  
Educational has a wide interpretation, learning a new skill or expanding on a current  
one. In the past members have made silver jewellery, made cakes, had singing  
lessons, learned ab out digital photography, the list is very varied.   

Last year’s winners were Dinah Barrand and Maggie Hartley and in addition we  
gave a third bursary to Chris Hunter winner of the Competition Cup which ran during  
2018  with competitions linked to speakers.   

Ea ch of those winners has put together a report with photos as to how they spent  
their bursaries and my thanks to each for doing so. These would have normally been  
read out at a meeting but have been included I this edition of the Buzz.   

At our January Zoom m eeting we will draw 2 recipients and 2 reserves for the 2021  
bursaries. The committee appreciates current restrictions will not allow these to be  
spent in the near future but hope they will give the recipients something to ponder  
and look forward to using.     

Last year's winners and those who have not been a member for a year are not  
eligible.   

Members also have the option to opt out of the draw.   

Anyone who wishes to opt out please contact Sue 

  

  



 REPORT & PICTURES ON MY BURSARY    
  

CHRIS HUNTER    

    

 
  

  

I consi der myself lucky on two counts:   
  
Firstly I was awarded a bursary from BRWI and secondly I put it towards attending   one  
of the las t residential courses at Denman from the  13 th  -   15 th March .   
  
I chose the needle felting course, a skill which had intrigued me for some time. Starting  
with a simple pile of fibre fill and some lethal tools ,   my pig started to take shape under  
the expert guidance of Sue Pearl.    
  
Once the shape had been  achieved   there   was a brief talk by Sue on the various types  
of wool available for felting ,   and their suitability for a variety of projects.    
  
Once I’d selected my wool it was back to work with the needle to create a sheet of  
felted wool which would ultimat ely cover my pig.    
Add ing   ears, tail, eyes and a little body sculpting wi th an extremely fine needle,  then   
what  had  start ed as a pile of fibre fill   finally  looked   like a pig.   
  
I have since tried needle felting birds and dabbled with wet felting.   

  



 BURSARY REPORT NOVEMBER 2020    
    

 
  

I was thrilled when I won a bursary this year. I knew straight away that I’d like to do a painting course.  
I’d started going to lovely Lynn’s art afternoons a couple of years ago  –   mainly for the cake and chat  
but they did also get me painting. Having hear d Lynn speak so enthusiastically about West Dean  
college I searched their website for a beginners acrylics course. Luckily the course that I booked with  
Brian Smith was in August  -   after the first lockdown and before the second.    

West Dean is such a beauti ful venue and I soon felt at ease, as everyone was so welcoming. The  
College had done all they could to make it a safe experience. They took temperatures at the  
reception, when we were walking around we had to wear facemasks and everything was socially  
dis tanced. We were put on separate tables in the restaurant but that didn’t stop the chatter.    

The day started with coffee and biscuits and a talk from Brian explaining what we’d be doing. He  
then took us to the studio  –   luckily we only had to wear masks when   we walked around.   

I was nervous to start with but under Brian’s guidance we all managed to paint the canal scene. He  
pointed out that the reference picture is only a starting point and to do it as we liked. The time flew as  
everyone concentrated on their  painting and Brian helped with encouraging comments and advice.   

  

Then it was back to the restaurant for a delicious lunch. There was time for a little walk around the  
beautiful gardens and a look in the shop before the afternoon session.    

The next task wa s a bit trickier  –   we had to paint a street scene in Valletta. This involved perspective,  
vanishing points and more. I picked up some useful tips and Brian’s style of painting suited me as  
doesn’t paint detail. He concentrates on colour and atmosphere, sug gesting shapes and leaving the  
viewers imagination to fill in the detail.    

It was a treat of a day and I hope to do another soon.              Thank you BRWI      

  

D I N A H   B A R R A N D       



 BURSARY REPORT       

MAGGIE  HARTLEY    

  

DRAWING FOR BEGINNERS AT WEST DEAN COLLEGE  

 Thanks to winning a bursary from BRWI on the 3rd September I attended a day course for 
drawing beginners. It turned out to be a technical course and our lecturer was one of only two 
people in this country to teach drawing this way. Although I was slightly daunted at first the 
day was enjoyable and useful.   

Our first project was drawing a hand. The lecturer suggested we would probably normally start 
outlining the fingers first and then down to the palm. We had to do the opposite. Using our 
eyes and a pencil we drew a line from the base of the palm to the base of the forefinger; then 
using our eyes again to measure carried the line up to the first knuckle and again to the 
second and finally softly rounding the top of the finger.  

 We tried several other objects drawn in this way, such as an art nouveau lampshade in the 
main hall and a sofa and chair. Measuring with the eyes proved so helpful.   

Then it was outside and we attempted a side view of the college. With a pencil mark to the left 
of the paper we drew a line to the first straight edge we came to, then using the left hand 
mark again drew a line to the next edge. Having tried this at home I find it really does help.   

As we were outside we were then asked to take in the view of the vast parkland. So that 
everything fitted onto our page we again had to measure with our eyes and starting at the 
bottom of the page and working upwards draw a line from one object or group of trees to the 
next and sure enough it worked.   

Back inside we then had some fun exercises such as drawing figures using only circles, 
rectangles and triangles. I thoroughly enjoyed my day and felt as a beginner I learnt a lot. 
Thank you BRWI for giving me this opportunity.  

  

  
  

  



Corner Shop Window  
  

  

Hello Ladies,  

Are you planning an Early Spring Clean or maybe you have some goodies 
that would like a new home?  

Normally our January meeting would be the time when we would share items that could be regifted, 
reused or recycled  

This year why not advertise in the Buzz and keep our traditions going in a new way?  

Please email any items you would like to be included in the Buzz to Kathryn 

    

 FOR SALE  
  
   

WANTED  
 
 
FREE 

  
  


